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ENSEMBLE IRINI 

The Irini ensemble, founded in 2014 by Lila Hajosi, is a polymorphic vocal ensemble 
favoring a capella work, resolved to create “links which set free” between time and
musical areas. It’s journey goes from the European Middle Ages to Byzantine music,
to contemporanean music (composer Zad Moultaka created Quel mystère que tu aies 
un corps for Irini in 2018 and Casus Ade in 2022), from the banks of the Fertile 
Crescent to the court of Bavaria via Constantinople. 

Laureate of the Cité de la Voix de Vézelay, the ensemble is invited to prestigious 
festivals such as the Festival de Radiofrance Montpellier, Sacred Arts of Perpignan and 
Evron, Voix et Routes Romanes, Sinfonia en Périgord, and those of the Abbey of 
Sylvanès or Mont St Michel. Its first female trio program "Maria Nostra" gave birth in 
2018 to Irini’s first album recorded at the Cité de la Voix and was awarded by a
"Choc" of Classica magazine.

Committed in promoting early music and appropriating repertoires that are but little 
represented, it is towards Christian Mysticism that the Irini ensemble turns with “O
Sidera”, through the figures of the Sibyls, the Cherubim, the Mystery of the
Incarnation, around the divine “Great Beyond”, where reason is lost and where spirit
and music take the paths of the dream. This mixed vocal quintet program puts the 
Prophecies of the Sibyls by Roland de Lassus into perspective with extracts from the 
Byzantine liturgy.



OSIDERA 

Le chant des Sibylles

Between the Ancient Greece and the flamish italian Renaissance, Apollo and the Christ, 
Rome and Constantinopolis, Ensemble Irini offers a journey through the mysterious 

voices of the Sibyls' prophecies. Those strange and hypnotic pieces are completed by 
mesmerizing extracts from the byzantine liturgy.

Join us through a secret and whimsical path..

Li/a Hajosi 

-

 Direction

Eulalia Fantova - mezzo 

Julie Azou/ay - contralto 

BenoÎt-Joseph Meier- tenor 

Guglielmo Buonsanti - basse 

Sébastien Brohier- basse 



"Great Beyond! ô the keen call of Thy flute !"
Rabindranath Tagore 

Prophetiae Sibyllarum 

This program in mixt quintet (mezzo, contralto, ténor, deux basses) conserves the two 
musical poles of Ensemble Irini that are: Catholic Western- Orthodox Eastern. Those two 
poles are put in resonance here around the topic of Christian Mysticism. O Sidera explores 
the mysteries and limits of human conception of the divine, and how those strange frontiers 
are transcripted in Music. The Western part of the program is embodied by Orlando di 
Lasso's mystical Prophetiae Sibyllarum, composed circa 1553-55, while History loses the 
track of the great composer for two years. The style of this unique opus is absolutely 
breathtaking by its modernity, with its chromatisms wovenning the language of the 
intangible. The texts are those of the Antic Sibyls (Delphes, Perse, Libye..), reshaped by 
christian scholars to announce the arrival of the Messiah. The Byzantine part presents 
liturgical songs of Constantinopolis such as the virtuoso Cheruvikon, the Agni Parthene, the 
Polyeleos or the Acathiste to the Theotokon, all touching to the mystery of the divine, 
singing of the humble place of Mankind regarding the "Great beyond" as poet Rabindranath 
Tagore write



"... for you are an inexpressible, incomprehensible, invisible, unseizable God ..."
Divine Liturgy of St John Chrysostomos  

Songs of the Mystery in Constantinopolis

From the litanic undulations of the Cheruvikon preparing the Communion and turning 

the assembly of the faithful into the living images of the choir of the six-winged angels, to 

the words of Gabriel in the Acathist, carrying the embryo of life which will change the face 

of the World, to the hypnotic trance of the flamboyant Polyeleos, Byzantine music tells 

the tale of the orthodox conception of the Mystery. The figure of the “unseizable” God 

shows an immense humility in devotion,comprehending the mystery beyond humanity’s 

reach, rejecting the temptation of simplification and explanation, and therefore the grave 

temptation of anthropomorphizing of the divine. The strength of orthodox faith translates 

into an acceptance, a welcoming of the inconceivable, of what necessarily escapes 

Mankind, thus acknowledging human life as simple creatures on the surface of the 

world. The liturgy is sung, never spoken, lectured. Here music, as a human offering and 

celebration of the Beyond, mingles with the smoke of myrrh, the image of the Spirit. Time 

and Space are smooth, no more striated.






